
STATE OF FLORIDA
DIVISiON OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

OFFICE OF THE JTJDGES OF COMPENSATION CLAIMS
FT. MYERS DISTRICT OFFICE

Melvin Jackson

Employee/Claimant,

vs.

State of Florida,
Desoto Juvenile Corrections

Employer,

and

Division of Risk Management

Self-Insured

OJCC Case No.: 07-11043 (Consolidated
11-27047 EDS; 11-27046 EDS;
11-27039 EDS; 11-27036 EDS; 07-11043 EDS)

Date of Accident: 11/10/2006 (Consolidated
06/06/2002; 09/12/2003; 09/08/2004;
09/13/2006; and 11/10/2006)

Judge: E. Douglas Spaiigler

COMPENSATION ORDER

A merit hearing was conducted in the above styled consolidated matter on August 3,

2012 in Fort Myers, Lee County, Florida regarding petitions for benefits docketed on November

21, 2011 in each of the above referenced matters. The claimant was represented by attorney

Frank Clark. The Employer/Self-Insured (E/SI) was represented by attorney James 1-less.

The claimant was demanding an award of permanent total disability benefits from

October 21. 2011 or the date of maximum medical improvement and continuing as provided by

law, and award of penalties, interest, costs, and attorney's fees. The E/SI raised the following

defenses: (1) the claimant's accident(s) is (are) not the major contributing cause of the alleged

permanent total disability; (2) the claimant voluntarily retired from his employment with the State

of Florida; (3) any permanent total disability benefits required to be paid are subject to an offset

for receipt of "in line of duty disability retirement benefits" (ILOD) being received by the

claimant; (4) claimant's surgery of June 2, 2010 and any resulting disability are not due to the

compensable injury; (5) The claimant is able to do sedentary work within a 50 mile radius of his

residence based on the compensable injury; (6) no penalties, interest, costs, or attorney's fees

(PICA) are due or owing.

Testimony was received from the claimant; Dr. David Patten, Ph.D., the claimant's

vocational expert; Mr. Theodore Bilski, rehabilitation services provider; and, Dr. Randy Salmons

Ph.D., the E/SI's vocational expert. A complete list of documentary evidence and exhibits offered

into evidence by the parties is attached to this Order as an appendix.
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Based on the testimony presented at the hearing, my review of the documentary evidence

and exhibits admitted into evidence, the written and oral arguments of counsel for the parties, I

conclude that the claimant presented competent, substantial evidence to prove that he is entitled

to permanent total disability benefits pursuant to Section 440.15 (1) Florida Statutes (2006). The

reasons for this determination follow:

FII1MNGS OF MATERIAL FACT

1. Claimant is a 62 year old former career service employee with the State of Florida. He

was employed as an orderly at G. Pierce Wood Hospital in Arcadia from 1972 until the

hospital closed in 2001. Thereafter, he transferred to the State, Department of Juvenile

Justice where he was employed from 2001 until he retired in 2007. His primary duties

during the last five years were as a Corrections Officer.

2, There is no dispute that the claimant was involved in five compensable accidents from

2002 until November 2006 while working for the Department of Juvenile Justice. The

incidents each involved some altercation with an inmate which resulted in an injuiy to the

claimant's low back, which in turn resulted in claimant receiving authorized medical

treatment related to low back pain.

3. Following an incident in September 2004, claimant became a patient of Dr. Mark

Lonstein, M.D., an orthopedic surgeon in Sarasota, Fl. 1-le has remained a patient of Dr.

Lonstein's until the present time. Dr. Lonstein performed a lumbar laminectomy on

claimant's lower back in January 2005. Following the claimant's most recent injuries in

September 2006 and November 2006 the claimant again treated with Dr. Lonstein. After

a prolonged period of conservative care, Dr. Lonstein performed an authorized three level

laminectomy, and fusion at L4-L5 with implantation of structural device.

4. Dr. Lonstein continued to treat the claimant following the fusion surgery. In September

and October 2011 Dr. Lonstein requested that a functional capacity examination (FCE)

be conducted in order that the claimant's impairments could be determined. He found the

claimant's post surgical recovery to be slow and was concerned that the claimant had

lower extremity weakness. Dr. Lonstein testified that on November 17, 2011 he

reviewed an FCE report prepared on October 21, 2011 by Gabriel Weber, P.T./Cert.MDT

which concluded that the claimant was not capable of functioning on a full time basis

because he "presented at less than sedentary levels." Dr. Lonstein accepted and adopted

those findings as of November 17, 2011 which indicated the claimant was physically
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capable of less than sedentary work.' This is the date of maximum medical

improvement. A fifteen percent impairment rating was assigned.

5. The E/SA retained Dr. Ashvin Patel, M.D. an orthopedic surgeon, to conduct a

compulsory medical examination of the claimant. The examination occurred on January

24, 2012 and the report of that examination is in evidence. Dr. Patel testified in a

deposition, completed May 3, 2012, and concluded that the claimant had a lumbar strain

and spinal stenosis. He declared the claimant was indeed at maxinmm medical

improvement and had a 10% permanent impairment rating, based on the claimant's

condition following the June 2010 surgery. Notably, Dr. Patel refused to render any

opinions regarding whether there was any evidence objective evidence of traumatic

injury, and whether the accidents which occurred in 2006 were the major contributing

cause of the need for the surgery performed by Dr. Lonstein in 2010. I-Ic did not assign

any restrictions and wanted an FCE before doing so; and, he refused to state whether any

restrictions would be the result of the 2006 industrial accidents or not. Without

reviewing the FCE performed in October 2011, Dr. Patel did state he would "defer" to an

FCE which indicated satisfactory effort by the examinee.

6. Dr. Patel's testimony did not impeach or discredit the testimony and opinions of Dr.

Lonstein. Dr. Lonstein's opinions are the only medical opinions in the record regarding

inipairment, restrictions and major contributing cause of disability that are reliable.

7. The claimant presented David C. Patten, Ph.D. as a vocational expert and he testified at

the bearing. He stated that based on Dr. Lonstein's opinions, vocationally, the claimant

had permanent medical restrictions that indicated he was incapable of sedentary work,

and in fact the he was only capable of less than sedentary work and could not be

reasonably expected to fulfill the requirements of sedentary work. He noted that the

claimant had been off work for an extended period of time and that became a serious

vocational impediment to re-employment, giving it a near zero chance of success. He

noted that the claimant had been attempting a structured job search through the efforts of

Ted Bilski, but stated that such ajob search in the case of this claimant would be futile.

8. The B/SI began vocational rehabilitation efforts with the claimant in approximately

February 2012.2 In March 2012 Mr. Ted Bilski, who testified during the hearing, began

1 The EISA objected to the FCE and the resulting testimony from Dr.
Lonstein. The objection was based on § 440.13 (5(e) F.S. and was
overruled. Dr. Lonstein's medical opinion was admissible. See §90.704
F.S.
In fairness to the B/SI, the claimant had been retired since 2007.

Before his retirement the evidence is that the claimant always returned
to work after his accidents and the two previous surqeries. It was not
until MMI in November 2011 that the claimant placed the B/SI on notice
of a PTD claim. These efforts seem to be timely under §440.491 F.S.
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what he called "personalized job development" activities. These activities consisted of a

series of labor market surveys and development of job leads for the claimant to pursue.

He offered assistance in the development of resumes and completion ofjob applications,

and made efforts to arrange personal contact with prospective employers. Mr. Bilski was

satisfied with the overall effort and his relationship with the claimant until late May

2012. After late May even though his efforts continued, the level of cooperation he

received from the claimant became unsatisfactory, in his opinion. H.e believed that with

time Mr. Jackson could be employable." in that regard, he focused on two particular

developments he presented to the claimant: (1) a class from which the claimant could

become certified for a non-weapon level security guard classification, which would

enable him to be employed in a gate guard capacity; and, (2) a job in Sarasota County

involving the claimant driving and walking about distributing hand bills advertising a

massage business. Mr. Bilski was concerned the claimant had not attended the class or

adequately followed up on the job opportunity.

9. The E/SI offered Randy Salmons, Ph.D. as a vocational expert. The vocational

assessment he rendered on June 14, 2012 was admitted into evidence. That assessment

concluded that the claimant provided "an exceptional level of transferring acquired

learned skills from his previous work [in juvenile detention] to a security guard." He

identified the jobs classed as security gate guard and surveillance system monitor to be

vocationally significant. While he acknowledged that the claimant did have significant

medical restrictions at less than sedentary capacities, he did not find the FCE, upon which

those opinions were based, to be vocationally significant because in his opinions, the

FCE did not adequately assess the sedentary capacities of the claimant. In that regard, he

recommended that the claimant should attend the security class and obtain his

certification as a security guard. He acknowledged that Dr. Lonstein had recommended

against the claimant attending the class due to excessive sitting, but stated he believed Dr.

Lonstein was relying on a FCE which may be unreliable. He conceded that some of Dr.

Lonstein's recommendations had significant vocational limitations such as periodically

lying down, or periodic absences due to pain, and noted that the fact the claimant was out

of work continuously for an extended period of time was a negative vocational factor.

10. Claimant testified, and his two depositions are in evidence. Before the hearing and the

most recent deposition, a large portion of the video surveillance information that had

been developed was reviewed by the claimant, and he admitted at the trial and in his most

recent deposition, that with one exception, the person in the videos was him. He denied

The Final Hearing was initially scheduled for Tune 4, 2012, but was
continued on that date based on an Ore Tenus motion from the E/SI.



being the man witnessed taking a long walk from a residence to the library, stating that

was his brother-in-law. Claimant also explained that he did not attend the class regarding

the security license because he had received a verbal recommendation from Dr. Lonstein

not to attend that class. 1-le indicated that he had actually gone to Sarasota to interview for

the job involving distributing flyers but never spoke to the person actually hiring.

Claimant confirmed he has not worked since 2007. He testified that when he retired from

the State he did not intend to stop working entirely. He indicated his back and legs

problems have worsened since the retirement. He has not rejected any employment

offered to him, His testimony was consistent with Mr. Bilski to the extent that he did

attempt to contact and apply with prospective employers. He did not apply at all the job

leads provided, however. He admitted that over time he lost interest and admitted to

differences with Mr. Bilski. He stated, "1 grew tired of Bilski's attitude." Claimant

believes he is medically prevented from working.

11. The ElSE offered the written surveillance reports into evidence. The claimant admitted

that with one exception the person in the videos he saw was himself The content of the

surveillance reports and the description of the activities represented therein do not

contradict the claimant's presentation before the undersigned, and the medical condition

of the claimant as represented in the medical records admitted into the record. The

undersigned finds the claimant to be credible in all aspects of his testimony.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The claimant has the burden of proof that in the absence of a presumption of

PTD based on a listed injury, the claimant must establish that he is not able to engage in

at least sedentary employment, within a 50-mile radius of the employee's residence due

to his physical limitations. § 440.15 (1)(b) Fla. Stat. (2003), A claimant who does not

have a listed injury, as is the case in this instance, may prove entitlement to PTD benefits

by presenting evidence of (1) permanent medical incapacity to engage in at least

sedentary employment, within a 50-mile radius of his residence due to physical

limitations; (2) permanent work-related physical restrictions coupled with an exhaustive

but unsuccessful job search; or (3) permanent work-related physical restrictions that,

while not alone totally disabling, preclude the claimant from engaging in at least

sedentary employment when combined with vocational factors. Blake v. Merck &

Co.,etc., 43 So.3d 882,883 (Fla. 1 DCA 2010).

In this case the claimant has presented competent admissible evidence that would

establish eligibility for PTD benefits based on the first and third prongs of this test. Dr.



Lonstein assigned permanent physical restrictions that were less than sedentary. Also

when these restrictions were considered by Dr. Patten, vocationally, he determined that

the claimant was virtually unemployable, and recommended that an exhaustive job search

would be futile.

The E/ST's rebuttal case does not overcome this body of proof. Dr. Patel did not

offer any opinions that refuted the testimony and opinions of Dr. Lonstein. The

vocational case presented by the E/SI at best established that with time and additional

training, if completed, the claimant could become employable at a sedentary level.

Although the claimant did not engage in an exhaustive job search, as being organized by

Mr. Bilski, the undersigned accepts the testimony of Dr. Patten that such job search

efforts in this case would be futile.

WHEREFORE it is hereby ORDERED and ADJUDGED that:

1. The B/SI shall pay the claimant PTD benefits, and supplemental benefits, as required by

law commencing November 1 7, 2011. The amounts to be paid, the supplement amounts

and any amounts to be offset due to collateral sources of income shall be administratively

determined.

2. The claimant is entitled to attorney fees and costs as a result of the benefits awarded in

this order, and jurisdiction is reserved to determine the amounts

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers of Lee County, Florida.
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Judge B Douglas Spanglr .

Judge of ompenstibn Claims

I certify that a trued copy of the foregoing Order was served by e-mail on
counsel thikday of September, 2012.

District Deuty irk



LIST OF EXHIBITS

CLAIMANT' S EXHIBITS

I. Deposition of Dr. Mark Lonstein, M.D., dated March 1,2012.

2. Medical composite exhibit.

EMPLOYER SELF INSURED'S EXI-ITBITS

1. Deposition of Melvin Jackson dated January 11, 2012.

2. Deposition of Melvin Jackson dated July 23, 2012.

3. Deposition of Dr. Ashvin Patel, M.D., dated May 3, 2012.

4. Surveillance reports composite.

5. Bilski job opportunities reports composite.

6. Bilski labor market survey docketed on May 22, 2012.

7. Vocational assessment report of I andy Salmons, Ph.D.-June 28, 2012.

8. Bilski labor market survey docketed on July 23, 2012.

9. E/SI indemnity payout record.

10. Notice of Action Change dated June 5, 2012.

11. Salmon's D.O.T. Skills and Education Comparison- July 31, 2012.

JCC COMPOSITE

Petitions for Benefits; Mediation Conference Report; Pre-trial Stipulation; Pretrial

Order/Notice of Final Hearing; Motion to Limit Testimony of Bilski, with Order

dated June 5, 2012; Order Consolidating Claims dated June 5, 2012; and,

Supplemental Pretrial Stipulation dated June 5, 2012.
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